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Pramaana-vichaara deals primarily with knowledge. This includes the following topics: What is knowledge? Does

knowledge have form? What are valid/right sources of knowledge? When is knowledge liable to err? How can we

validate the knowledge obtained.

Tattva-vichaara deals primarily with real entities. This includes the following topics: What is reality? Is the nature of

reality monistic, dualistic, or pluralistic? Are there unreal objects? What is the relationship between

substrate/substance (say, pot) and its attributes (colour, shape, etc.)? What is the relationship between material

cause (say, mud) and its effect (say, pot)?

Ishwara-vichaara deals with general theology. This includes the following topics: Does a Supreme Being exist?

How is His existence determined? What is His nature? What are His functions? What is His relationship vis-à-vis other

sentient entities?

Jagad-vichaara deals with the universe, space, time, and the like. This includes the following topics: What is the

nature of this universe? Where, when, and how did it come into being? What is the nature of space?

Jiva-vichaara deals with the conception of souls. This includes the following topics: What is the nature of the soul?

Is consciousness intrinsic or extrinsic to it? What is the nature of bondage of souls? Is there a solitary soul, or are

there many souls? If the souls are many, are their natures alike or different?

Saadhana-vichaara deals with the general means to attain liberation (Moksha). This includes the following

topics:What are the Sadhana-s to be performed?Is there any inter-relation between different means (like Bhakti,

karma, and jnana)?

Moksha-vichaara deals with the state of Moksha. This includes the following topics: What is the nature of

liberation? Does the soul survive this state? What is the magnitude of bliss experienced?

Vedantic philosophy is to be studied in an organised manner. It can be divided into several branches; for convenience,

however, we divide the same into about seven branches. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

THE STUDY OF VEDANTIC PHILOSOPHY
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PHILOSOPHY
By: Siddharth Kumar R.
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FEATURES OF VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY
Having had a glimpse into the background of the schools that shape Vedanta,

it is necessary to understand some striking features of Vedanta. Existence of

trans-empirical entities such as God, soul, unseen merit, de-merit, heaven, hell,

liberation, etc., are not accepted based on personal experience or inference

(reasoning) unsupported by a valid source of knowledge. All such entities are

accepted only on the basis of Vedas and ancillary scriptures. The ancillary

scriptures are also accepted in so far as they do not contradict Vedas; similarly,

any spiritual personal experience must also conform to the Vedas to be worthy

of acceptance. Traditionally, it is accepted that the soul undertakes several

births to attain liberation. The spiritual aspirant must, therefore, undertake his

spiritual activities sincerely to achieve the same. 

Vedic knowledge has been passed on from Purvaacharya-s to modern-day

guru-s. It is the understanding of every school of Vedanta that the

Purvaacharya-s have represented their school faithfully. Therefore, in the event

of doubt concerning any aspect of the philosophy, the words of the

Purvaacharya-s are to be consulted and deemed final. Some examples of

Dvaita Purvaacharya-s include Madhva, JayaTirtha, Vyasaraja Tirtha, etc. The

students of Vedanta are encouraged to critique doctrines of other faiths to

help determine the right path to liberation. Mutual respect must be accorded

to the opponent (by not indulging in ad hominem), and the doctrines alone

must be criticised.



EPICS AND PURANAS
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GANDHARI
Dritharashtra was born blind. Bhishma wanted to get him a

suitable bride. He had heard about the great qualities of

princess Gandhari belonging to the Kingdom of Gandhara. 

 He also knew that she had performed ‘Shiva Aaradhana’

and had obtained a boon to beget hundred children. So,

Bhishma became keener in seeking her for Dritharashtra as

it would continue the lineage of Kuru Vamsha without any

hindrance. As such, he personally approached the king of

Gandhara with this alliance. When approached, the King of

Gandhara too tempted with the alliance, in spite of

Dritharashtra’s blindness, as it was an alliance from the great

Kingdom of Hastinapura.  Gandhari did not choose to raise

her voice against this decision but decided to blindfold

herself even before entering into wedlock. The entire

Hastinapura was astounded by her act and bowed to her in

respect. This action of Gandhari never prevented her from

shying away from her ordained duties. She did not become a

burden to her family, instead, she discharged her duties in

such a righteous way that she became recognised for her

‘Dharmasheelate.’ Her duties towards her husband, the

elders, gurus were impeccable. 

Gandhari although blindfolded her external eyes, her

internal eyes were always vigilant. Her righteous outlook at

times made Dharmaraja closer to her than Duryodhana. That

is why Shri Veda Vyasa, in the Mahabharata, describes her

staggering personality in a very unbiased way as ‘Dharmajna

Dooradarshini’. After swayamvara with Draupadi, the

Pandavas brought her to Hastinapura. Unable to tolerate this

victory of the Pandavas, Duryodhana and the others wanted

to chase them away. But Gandhari welcomed Draupadi with

open arms and paid due respect to her. She Later,

acknowledging the wickedness of her sons, did not want

such a beautiful daughter- in- law to live in the same palace.

So, she told Kunti and made all arrangements for them to be

in a different palace. When Krishna came to Hastinapura as

an ambassador of peace, all elders in the royal assembly

advised Duryodhana to share half the kingdom with the

Pandavas. During this discussion, Gandhari interrupted and

to everyone’s great astonishment she said, ‘This Kingdom

rightfully belongs to Pandu. Therefore, Pandavas are their

rightful heirs. Thus, Duryodhana should hand over the entire

Kingdom to them! Dharmaraja should rule it with guidance

from Bhishma and Dritharashtra.’ Although these words

were bitter, it was the truth. So, when Krishna returned to

the Pandavas, Dharmaraja who had equal respect for

Gandhari, first asked, ‘What did Gandhari say?’ Gandhari’s

words carried much weightage among everyone. 

By: Anuradha Sridhar
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This ‘Dharma Nishte’ of Gandhari had made Duryodhana

confident that in spite of his atrocities, his mother’s

blessing would bring him victory. Gandhari, although

very Dharmic, was torn between ‘Dharma’ on one side

and the attachment to the family on the other. But her

character stood tall when Duryodhana fell at her feet

seeking her benediction. She lifted him with both her

arms and said, ‘yatra Dhama, tatra jaya:’ which did not

auger well for him. He had to leave without a second

word.

Gandhari, during Draupadi’s humiliation in the

assembly, regretted that she should have killed

Duryodhana even as a baby. At that time, full of anger

she told Dritharsahtra to banish Duryodhana from the

kingdom immediately. Only after hearing this did

Dritharashtra stop the atrocity. 

Does this mean she was insensitive as a mother? How

could it be? As she, even as a young girl had prayed to

Shiva for hundred children? So, on the other hand

Gandhari unable to bear the loss of her children did not

hesitate to curse the Lord of Lords, Krishna, whom she

felt was the cause of her ‘Kula naasaha!’ She felt that if

Krishna had willed, everything could have been reversed!

So, at the moment of sorrow of loosing all her children in

the war she cursed Krishna that even ‘His Kula’ should

be destroyed in a similar fashion where all his people

should perish in mutual fights. 

Gandhari, in spite of her being amidst the worst sinners,

ever remained a ‘Dharma Jyothi’ throughout her life. She

was a brave mother who did not hesitate to speak up for

Dharma even if it was to oppose her own children. 

Thus, it is the duty of every mother to see her children

tread the path of Dharma and possess the courage to

correct them if needed.  

 

 

 

‘
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EPICS AND PURANAS

We all know that Lord Hanuman is an inseparable character in the Ramayana.

Many concepts of modern management like communication, problem solving

skills, decision making, leadership skills, humbleness etc., were all practically

demonstrated and taught to the world by Lord Hanuman. 

Communication skills:

We all are aware of how important communication skill are to succeed in our

day to day life. Let us understand how skilful Hanuman was in communication

which was well appreciated by Sri Rama himself.

Sri Rama and Lakshmana came in search of Sita in the Rishyamukh Parvat

(mountain). Sugriva’s agents saw Rama and Lakshmana wandering in the forest

with a bow and arrow. They were terrified and rushed to inform Sugriva that Vali

might have sent them to kill him. Sugriva on hearing this from his agents tried

to flee, fearing for his life. Hanuman, one of Sugriva’s Minister stopped him and

said “A King should not be terrified on the sight of two young warriors”. You

know that Vali has a curse and if he attempts to come here, he will die.

Due to convincing communication from Hanuman, Sugriva asked Hanuman to

meet the two young warriors in the guise of a saint. Sugriva further said to

Hanuman to 'study their gesture, manners, and their speech; observe their

attitude. Inspire them with confidence and enquire from them tactfully the

reasons for coming to them here,' further analysing their conversation and

decide if they are our friends or foes. After you are convinced, bring them here if

they are not harmful.'

As instructed Hanuman disguised as a saint, approached Rama and Lakshmana.

Hanuman spoke to them graciously” You look like Rajarishis and Taapasis but I

wonder why  you armed with bows, and arrows. He then humbly introduced

himself that “I am Hanuman, Minister of Sugriva banished by his elder brother

Vali, the King of Kishkinda. King Sugriva is a righteous person and he is seeking

your friendship. I want to hear a reply from you.”

Rama after listening to Hanuman, said to Lakshmana “Lakshmana, did you

observe how articulate Hanuman spoke! There is nothing impossible to a king

who has a minister like him”. Sugriva was so lucky to have him as his minister. 

By analysing Hanuman’s words he seems to be well versed with Vedas,

Vyakaranas (Grammar), and the essence of Upanishads. One can never talk like

this without that knowledge. His eyebrows and forehead didn’t move

unnecessarily. His voice was neither too loud nor like mutter or whisper.

Hanuman started, continued, and completed his words in a single tone. "Let him

convey our purpose of presence in this forest was in search of Sita and my name

is Rama and you are my brother Lakshmana and we are the sons of King

Dasharatha of Ayodhya.”

When Hanuman heard this gracious speech, who always wished that Sugriva

should triumph, resolved to bring about a friendly alliance between Rama and

his King.

By: Guruprasad Varadharajan
ACA ACMA ACS CMA (USA) FIPA

(AUSTRALIA) FFA (UK)
 

MANAGEMENT LESSONS FROM
LORD HANUMAN
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Having discussed the scope of Vedantic study, it is time to turn to some important schools, which have

shaped Vedanta. Traditionally, Vedanta has been distinguished from other schools on the basis of

complete allegiance to Vedas and acceptance of a Supreme Being. The schools of Vedanta have had to

dismantle other schools such as Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisheshika, Mimamsa, Jainism, Buddhism, etc., by

means of dialectical works of extremely high standard. 

Furthermore, the schools have been expected to write commentaries on at least three sources, viz.,

Upanishads, Brahma-Sutra-s, and Bhagavad Gita, collectively referred to as Pra-sthaana Trayi. Advaita

(rigorous monism), Vishistadvaita (qualified/pan-organistic monism), and Dvaita (rigorous dualism) have

been the most influential schools of Vedanta with numerous commentaries on the texts and extensive

body of dialectics to ascertain the truth. Shuddha Advaita (pure monism), Dvaita-Advaita (difference-

cum-identity) and Achintya Bheda-Abheda (inconceivable difference-cum-identity) have been the other

popular schools. 

In the above-mentioned cases, the nomenclature (of the schools) is based on the relationship between

Brahman and Jiva. In Advaita, the relation is one of identity. Vishistadvaita speaks of difference between

the two with the relationship depicted as soul-body between Brahman and Jiva. Dvaita, too, regards the

relation to be one of difference but accepts the relation of object-image.
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By: Siddharth Kumar R.

THE DIFFERENT SCHOOLS OF VEDANTA

Sri Sankaracharya Sri Ramanujacharya Sri Madhwacharya



The day starts off with western languages, western outfits, western foods and western interests. The least insular country

is now debating on the topic of intolerance. Moreover the country runs by philosophers rather than ideologists.

Therefore now it has been named as a dangerous place to live in. We have become so obsessed that even our own

Vedic and cultural way of living has to be taught by westerners. Copper utensils, the recent crush was in use even

before Vasco Da Gama found India.  “Pranayama” is the daily routine of Indians which have now bounced backed from

westerns as a new breathing exercise. The most fascinating thing is that the "Thoppukaranam (Tamil)" done in temples

of India are now being practiced as brainstorming exercises in western schools which we failed to replicate upon. India

is said as a Diabetic Capital due to the consumption of white poison (sugar, salt and rice) in the eyes of the world but

we have forgotten that all the fertilisers and highbred seeds originated from west. Considering “Panjabootham” (water,

land, fire, air and firmament) as devotional is now used for treatment of diseases. The interesting thing is that 91% of

Indians follow cross border news but the 70% of global news is from US and UK.

"Matha Pitha Guru Deivam" has now changed as "Mobile lust atheism". The key to destroying a country is to destroy

their root which is probably the culture. Indians have even forgotten our own civilised culture preached by forefathers.

This has been mentioned because of the few reasons such as Indian king's never fighting in war when the opponent

had no weapons, family relationship rather than living together, philosophic mind instead of ideology. The longest ever

literatures on earth are the Vedas but we Indians acknowledge it only when its rubber-stamped by westerns. The

Indian family system is one of the finest but we are dependent on western styles which lead to the creation of

orphanage and old age homes. The western idea of nuclear families has lead to degradation of the Indian joint family

system. Joint family systems where values and discipline taught, kept the nation in order. Indian family systems which

encouraged savings made helped us to sustain even when there was a famine or depression. But now looking upon

western practices we have started saving less or even zero which is a blind belief. A fact to be known that 46% of US

citizens could not even spend $400 emergency expenses. 

     

Our religious locations was not only place of worship rather it was a book of knowledge. Now in Indian movies, they

being portrayed as place to find your new crush. Indians had a habit of sipping a few drops of water before having food,

we were taught it was a super natural thing but now studies gave an answer that it stimulates the oesophagus for the

arrival of food. These were mentioned in Ayurveda which we never took seriously. To conclude Indians were a much

civilised society and Pioneers in knowledge than we think. Looking to the west is a must in areas such as english

,technology, future coordination. The world has become one global village. Let's start revising the way of living and get

away from the blind spot. We will think as Bharatiya and implement Vedic tradition. Indian eyes with additional

western lens are a perfect combination. A tree may grow big with branches but to withstand it needs a long and

strong cultural root.
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ANCIENT HISTORY
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By: R.M. Sivarama Krishna
BORN IN INDIA RESIDING IN THE WEST
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FAQ'S REGARDING HOMEOPATHY

Does Homoeopathy contain steroids?

No, it doesn't contain anything in material dose. This is a

serious allegation of distracters of Homoeopathy. But you

have to understand that Homoeopathic Medicines are not

crude and there is no way to wrap up a steroid in it.

Moreover any substance when potentized loses its original

qualities and it cannot have any side effects of steroids as

expected. 

It is very slow acting, isn't it?

No, it can act very quickly and serves life in many instances

especially true in these corona times. All diseases are not of

same variety. Acute diseases or fevers, asthmatic episodes

etc are to be taken care of immediately and Homoeopathy

does that. Fevers will subside overnight or in a couple of

days according to a person's immunity, cold or cough taking

2-5 days for cure, but asthma or knee pain may need few

months for complete cure although relief sets within a few

days.

They say it is very safe and no side effects, is that true?

Let us talk about the word 'Safe'. Yes it is absolutely safe for

even unborn babies, pregnant women and in fact is most

recommended medicine for weaklings. But side effects

depend on a few things. If you took it from a physician and

stuck to his orders then fine. If you take medicines on the

Internet gyan may become even injurious overtime. If you

repeat doses just because the medicines remaining are

wasted or for long periods of time without further

consultation then you are inviting trouble.

Does Homoeopathy Cure all diseases ?

No, Homoeopathy never cures any disease on its own but

induces one's own system to fight the disease that is, it

increases immunity of a person. So if a disease goes away

the person has good immunity and received help. So the

type of person's strength matters more than the type of

disease. Some common conditions may fail to respond at

times but yes we can very well treat all kinds of diseases,

since curability of that person can be ascertained only after

treating him.

It cannot be taken along with allopathic drugs, is it true?

No, both can be taken with advantage for the patient but

loss for Homoeopathy. 

Homeopathic medicine mimics the

disease causing agent and the defence

system is activated. The effect of the

medicine fades away over time but the

defence system kills the virus or bacteria

and rectifies all problems and makes us

disease free. Because Antibiotics nullify the

effect of Homoeopathic remedies and

treatment may have to be restructured. So,

my advice to my patients is continue all

your diabetic, hypertension, epilepsy even

thyroid and sleeping pills unless it has

been tapered by your respective Physician

with caution. But do not start treatment

with an allopath for skin trouble,

Respiratory trouble, fevers and other mild

problems without consulting your

Homoeopath.

MEDICINE
By: Dr. Rekha Srinivasan B.H.M.S,F.Hom (Psych)

- HOMEOPATHY
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A third incident regarding the influence of food on the mind is narrated in the Mahabharata which is about Shalya,

King of Madra Desha. Shalya was a great warrior. Duryodhana himself mentions the name of Shalya along with

Bhima, Keechaka and Balarma as one of the strongest people of that time! Such a Shalya was avatara of a 'Karmaja

Devata.' He was Pandu's wife Madri's brother. He was the Maternal uncle to Nakula and Sahadeva. His support in

the war was supposed to be for the Pandavas. However, as he was coming to take part in the Kurukshetra war, he

was deceived by Duryodhana, who hosted a grand dinner for him. As a result, Shalya became indebted to

Duryodhana and was forced to take his side during the war. So, after Karna's death, Shalya, had to lead the

Kauravas in its finishing stages.  Acharya Madhva in ‘Krishnamrutamaharnava’ describes the importance of Vishnu

Naivedhya. He says,

kotiyanta sahasraitu mAso poshana kotibhi:
yath palam labhyate pumbhi: Vishnor naivedhya bhakshanAth

Punya that can be obtained by performing vratas like ‘Chandrayana’ a thousand times; or the merits gained by

observing a crore ‘upavaasa;’ can be easily obtained merely by partaking Vishnu Naivedhya.  Each mouthful of

‘Vishnu Naivedya’ is equal to a ‘Chandrayaan Vrata.’ If great souls like Shalya and Bhishma can be affected by food,

what about ordinary souls like us. Jagannatha Dasaru says in ‘Anu Hari kathamruthsaara’:

hridayadi roopavu vadanadi nAmavu udaradi naivedhyavu shiradi 
padajala nirmAlyava darisuta kovidara sadhana kAyuvude pahlavidu bAldudake..

While the mind contemplates on the Lord, the mouth should recite His Names and the stomach should be filled

with Hari naivedhya……This is the right way of life of a ‘sajjana.’  The above verse is an echoe of Sri Madhva 's verse

from Krishnamrutamaharnava: 

hridiroma nAma naivedhyam udare
pAdoadakamcha nirmAlyam mastakechasoachyuta

                      

FOOD AND HYGIENE
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By: Anuradha Sridhar
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Thus, purely prepared food has a great impact on the

person. And, the thoughts while preparing food does

affect the minds of those who eat it. If formal ‘Naivedhya’

is not possible every day just remember God before

eating. It will cleanse the mind, fill it with pure thoughts

and Bhagavad chintana which will help in developing

Jnana and Bhakthi. During his Krishna avatara, Krishna

was with the cow boys in a forest. The boys were hungry

so Krishna asked them to approach the Brahmins who

were performing a ‘yaaga.’ When the Brahmins were

approached for food, they were formal in their rituals

and refused to give him the food. However the

womenfolk immediately responded and rushed with

food from the backyard to offer it to Krishna. This was

accepted by Krishna and they were all given ‘Sathgathi’

says Bhaghavata. Women can offer the daily cooking to

the Lord which will help develop pure thoughts in her

family members. So good, pure food and satvik thoughts

are absolutely essential for the ‘saadhana’. That is why

prohibited food should be avoided. Let us also as far as

possible, develop the right food habits and lead a

physically, mentally and spiritually healthy life.



There were 18 ‘Siddhanta’ (schools of thought) in Indian Space Science.

They were perceived by 18 Rishis. So, they were all named after them.

They are:

‘JananI janma soukhyAnAm vardhanI kula sampadAM
padavI pUrva punyAnAM vikhyate janma patrikA ||’

This is the first sloka penned before beginning to document the

calculations of any horoscope. The horoscope is written to assist in the

overcoming effects of future happenings with right predictions with

regards to birth, happiness, lineage, wealth, position and so on.  The

horoscope, like a friend, helps in overcoming the effect of good and

bad influences of the past karmas. It is like a minister guiding the king

in the right path and is a boat which helps people struggling in the

ocean of ‘samsaara’ to cross it. Human birth is a result of ‘Karma.’

Astrology clearly states that all his efforts are under the control of ‘vidhi’

(fate). Based on time, place, situations, caste, religion, colour, logic, and

‘shruthi’, a competent astrologer, will be able to predict with great

accuracy. Also, they can pin point a particular happening at a particular

time. This can be illustrated with an example. King Vikramadithya’s

assembly had several astrologers. Among them ‘Mihirar’ was highly

knowledgeable and he possessed perfect mathematical skills. He was

not only looked upon by the king but also by everyone.

Once the king was curious to know the future of his little son. He asked

all the astrologers to predict the child’s future. Everyone according to

their skills predicted good future for the boy except that he would face

little troubles at the age of eighteen. Mihirar remained silent without

saying anything. The king questioned Mihirar’s silence and asked him

to say something like the others. Mihirar replied that it is always easy to

predict and speak out about good results. However, astrologers should

be cautious to talk about negative results.

The king was curious to know what Mihirar would predict and so were 

 others, eager to listen to his predictions. Finally, when Mihirar spoke,

not only the king but the entire assembly were shocked. He predicted,

‘Oh king, our prince will meet his end due to a ‘Varaha’ (pig) thirty

seconds after he turns eighteen. Also, this is due to his past karmas and

there is no ‘prayashchita’ for him to overcome this.’ 

Everyone consoled the king and said that Mihirar’s predictions could

be overcome with intelligent planning. Each one tried to suggest

various solutions to the problem. A separate palace was built for the

prince and was secured with several guards. No animal was allowed

near the palace.

The day arrived. The king asked Mihirra to recheck his predictions.

However, Mihirar stood firm on his prediction. There was constant

update about the prince’s health that he was doing fine.

ASTROLOGY
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By: Dr V Krishnakanth PhD
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ASTROLOGY - A COMMON MAN'S GUIDE PART 3

The specific time arrived and yet the soldiers said

that the prince was healthy without any problem.

However, Mihirar refused to believe this update.

He was sure that the prince would have died by

then. The king, along with his ministers went to

the palace. 

The prince was found dead with blood stains, on

the terrace of the building.

This is what had happened… 

The place which was built with all facilities had

the royal symbol of the ‘Pig’ fixed on the top of

the building. It suddenly broke and fell on the

prince who had gone to the terrace for a walk

which caused his instant death. 

It is beyond anyone’s imagination that a ‘pig’s’

figurine could cause his death. 

In spite of the grief, the king in appreciation of

‘Mihirar’s astrological calculations awarded him

with the title ‘Varaha Mihirar’. Varaha Mihirar is

known as the father of astrology and has

contributed several works to this field. 

Astrology clearly states that - ‘Fate’ cannot be

overcome with intelligence because ‘Intelligence’

itself will get prompted appropriately to meet the

‘Fate!’ 



SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Artificial intelligence is drastically affecting our world

today both positively and negatively. These influences of

artificial intelligence can be split into five main

‘battlegrounds’ including economic development and

jobs, global power, psychological control and agency,

metaphysics as well as India’s future regarding Artificial

Intelligence. 

The first chapter of Rajiv Malhotra’s ‘Artificial intelligence

and the Future of Power’ highlights the important aspects

of Artificial Intelligence, the two most fundamental

concepts being machine learning and big data. Machine

learning mainly consists of the variety of experiences that

are used to train algorithms as well as building models

which help to understand and perform actions that are

considered to be intelligent. Machine learning can also be

split into three main types of systems including natural

systems, human systems as well as unconscious systems. 

Natural systems account for the biology, chemistry and

physics of natural causation meaning that scientists do

not have any sufficient information to disprove theories

that fall under the natural system categories. So, there is

no authority available to teach the rights and wrongs of

natural systems. Human systems are similar to natural

systems in the sense that there is no authority to confirm

the rights and wrongs of these systems. However, using

examples, machines have the ability to accumulate their

knowledge over time eliminating the need for any outside

authority. Lastly, unconscious behaviours include those

that are not intentional by humans as humans are not as

self-aware to realise and understand their own

unconscious thoughts. 

Machines however, have the capability to analyse the

unconscious patterns and profile patterns that people

exhibit unintentionally. Big data entails the number of

data sets that are used to train machines. Big data

includes private information that may be collected from

individuals consisting of car and home ownership, voting

histories, credit histories, health as well as criminal records. 

How humans interact with technology have also been

drastically changing through the use of mobile phones,

smart homes (google homes), wearables etc by not only

interacting with humans but also influencing the way

humans behave, think and feel. Through the expansion of

machine learning, AI is able to curate data and constantly

analyse this data to mimic the behaviours and emotions

of humans. These machines soon start to easily identify

certain human emotions as well as intuitions.
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Through this increase in technology, the gap between

humans and machines is shrinking. As such, they are

exceeding limitations of humans such as speed, accuracy,

efficiency as well as durability. 

As highlighted by Malhotra, artificial intelligence can be

seen in real life examples such as driving an automated

car. This automated car is able to collect a wide variety of

external data including traffic conditions using cameras

and sensors. This data that is being collected can be easily

shared among other automated cars to effectively

manoeuvre throughout the street when driving, However,

when having human drivers, these drivers do not have the

ability to communicate with other drivers thus reducing

the efficiency of traffic conditions, pedestrians etc. 

The irony in machine learning is the fact that though

humans are the ones creating these machines, these

machines end up being much more intelligent than

humans. This is due to the durability of machines being

able to obtain and store information more efficiently than

humans, with humans having limitations to their memory.

However, though machines seem to be ‘perfect’ in their

own way, they are still susceptible to biases consciously or

unconsciously through these machine learning

applications. These machines are also used in a way that

allows for screening of job applicants. For example, at

Amazon, a machine learning model demonstrated there

was gender bias against the resumes of females based on

the history of male candidates.

Hence, artificial intelligence entails big data as well as

machine learning. These machines are capable of

obtaining information from their surroundings as well as

algorithms which help them to efficiently store

information for a longer period of time compared to

human memory. However, it can be seen that there is

sometimes bias regarding data that is collected. The more

accurate data that is being inputted, there is less chance

for error.



Y O G A

Yoga is not only a process for leading man towards this astounding hidden inner personality of man by bringing mastery

over the body, mind, intellect and emotional faculties, but is also a powerful tool to manifest those hidden potentialities

in him.

As the man progresses his zeal to perfect himself grows. In the process, he learns and understands the expressions of

nature around him. The inner growth and outer expression go hand in hand. He starts manifesting the inner divinity in his

behaviour. His lower animal nature pulls  emotions – Arisadvarga, the six major enemies of man namely,

1.Kama (Intense desire)
2.Krodha (Anger)

3.Lobha (Miserliness)
4.Moha (Infatuation)
5.Mada (Arrogance)

6.Matsarya (Jealousy)

He starts becoming the master by gaining control over them. And that is the growth process which is in tune with

spiritual growth. Great scientists as great seekers of reality hesitate not, to open themselves to unknown regions as well.

There is in adventure in it or them. The new glimpses of the inner world draw them within. It is this openness,

humbleness and humility among the highly developed researchers of the modern scientific era that is making them use

yogic practices in their quest. They know no prejudices. Appreciation of such developments by earlier seekers

characterises them. Yoga is leading them to open up their spiritual dimensions. Thus yoga can accomplish an all round

personality development by solving the problems of man and by bringing bliss into his life. It is for this reason that yoga is

also becoming popular day by day in all parts of our globe just as science and technology grow popular in the society.

Yoga is a science applicable to all, irrespective of age or sex, caste or creed, religion or sect. Yoga is to prevent disease,

yoga is to promote positive health, bring in economics, pleasure and joy, at the same time, in the framework of ethics, not

taking off the freedom, with proper understanding and that is Yoga for all. According to the World Health Organisation

(WHO) the state of health is defined as a state of complete physical, mental, social and spiritual wellbeing and not merely

an absence of disease or infirmity. SVASTHYA in Sanskrit means peace, satisfaction and comfort and that is healthy.

By: V. Lalitha Yoga Practitioner
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INSPIRATIONAL LEADERS
WESTERN INFLUENCES ON BHARATIYA VALUES

Sri K Annamalai was a Deputy Commissioner of Police

(Bengaluru) in 2019 when the 2011 IPS quit the civil

services. By then, he was already known as Karnataka's

'Singham', a sobriquet for a tough cop. He completed his

schooling in  the Karur and Namakal district in Tamil

Nadu and then moved on to obtain graduation in

Mechanical Engineering from PSG College of Technology

Coimbatore and finished his Master's degree in Business

Administration from the Indian Institute of Management. 

Sri K Annamalai has hit the headlines for his role in

tackling the 2017 riots in Karnataka's Chikmagalur and

there were protests in the district when he was eventually

transferred out and joined the BJP in 2020. 

The BJP (Bharatiya Janata Party) hopes that the 37-year

old draws in more youngsters ahead of the local body

elections slated later in the next few years. Since 2019, he

is the third leader to take charge of the BJP's top post in

Tamil Nadu.

 

Dr L Murugan was the national SC/ST commission vice-

president and practised law in the Madras high court for

15 years and took over as BJP chief six months after his

predecessor Dr Tamilisai Soundararajan was made as the

Telengana governor.  During the short time that he led

the party, Dr L Murugan brought in several known faces to

the party such as  Sri K Annamalai. 

During the inauguration of Dr M.R Venkatesh's book:

'Retaining Balance', Sri K Annamalai, the hope, the leader

was a guest speaker who expressed his thoughts on the

importance of duty, more importantly than rights. He

talks about broken myths which have been carefully

cultivated over the last 200 years regarding family values,

environment as well as need based honesty and living.

These cultivated thoughts are basically Abhramic

thoughts which does not provide guidelines for the

activities/policies of any business to be sensitive to any of

these myths. 

Myths regarding family which include divorce, marriage at

any time in life or polygamy are those thoughts that have

been arising in society. He also states that, "family is the

fulcrum of community, economic thought, duty taking

precedance over right are the key thoughts over which

economy/business needs to be built for long term

sustenance and appropriate reformation based on

ongoing developments".

By: Ramapriya Krishnamurthy M.E BITS PILANI

It can be seen that there is no family, culture or society

inbuilt into the economic model for the past severa;

decades after 1947 upto 2014 resulting in corporate frauds

and companies collapsing with the drop of a hat. 

This shows that companies which give back more to the

country than what it takes, survives in the long run. Sri K

Annamalai also states the importance of monogamy based

on Tamil nature. He who does not believe in the institute of

marriage, saving up money, taking care of everyone etc runs

a company, will result in disaster. All these issues can be

taken care of when taught in indian epics/history based

lessons implemented in India and around the world which

will make individuals, business owners, intellectuals more

sensitive towards family values, culture, society and finally a

responsible citizen of the world.

At a felicitation programme in Udupi, Sri K Annamalai

mentions, "Only when Dharma, God and Science connect,

today's young generation will follow principles. Nowadays,

people are talking more about justice. In the 21st century,

we must be under a true sense of Dharma and know its

relevance today. But it needs basic sense to teach it."

Thus, Sri K Annamalai encourages all people to read Dr M.R

Venkatesh's book: Retaining Balance in order to understand

the importance of family values, culture and especially

Bharatiya values which will bring up India's economy by the

year 2025-2026 hitting approximately $5 trillion USD. By

following these practises, the economic model will be an

India centric model in which it will take over a Western

centric India model which we have been using for the last

100-150 years. 
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�  Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate the final

resting place of Sri Adi Shankaracharya which is one of

the most revered Hindu sages. This samadhi has be

reconstructed after it was damaged in the 2013 floods.

Thus, BJP has invited sadhus and devotees to take part in

this nationwide celebration.

�  Russian President Vladimir Putin has scheduled to pay

an official visit to New Delhi on the 6th of December 2021.

The reason for his visit is to attend the 21st India-Russia

Summit with Prime Minister Narendra Modi with this

summit being the first face-to-face meeting between

both leaders.

�  The Indian Government has cautioned people not to

subscribe to Starlink Internet Services, which is led by

Elon Musk's Space-X satellite broadband. This is due to

the fact that the internet service is not licensed and is yet

to offer satellite-based internet services in India.

�The World Health Organisation (WHO) designated SARS-

CoV-2 variant B.1.1529 as a ‘variant of concern’. This variant

of SAR-CoV-2 has been named as Omicron and was first

detected in the Botswana region of South America on

November 24th. 

As a result, South Africa is witnessing a sharp increase in

COVID-19 infections coinciding with the detection of the

new variant.

� India's Railways have launched a new scheme called the

'Bharat Gaurav Scheme' on the 23rd of November 2021.

Under this scheme, private tour operators can take trains

on lease from railways and run these trains on any circuit

of their choice. 

As such, private operators would also get the freedom to

decide routes, fares and quality of services on the trains.

Anyone including trusts, societies and even state

governments are permitted to apply, to lease these trains

and run them on special theme-based tourism circuits.

C U R R E N T A F F A I R S
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�  On the 19th of November 2021, Prime Minister Narendra

Modi announced to repeal all the three farm laws that were

passed in 2020. Through the process of repealing, a law is

nullified. Parliaments will reverse laws when they think that

it is no longer required.

� On the 19th of November 2021, several countries witnessed

the next eclipse of the moon being the longest partial lunar

eclipse of the Century. This same eclipse occurred

approximately 580 years with this one lasting 3 hours and 28

minutes. 4% od the moon's diameter was immersed in the

dark umbral shadow of Earth at maximum eclipse.

� On the 22nd of November 2021, Karnataka celebrated

"Kanakadasa Jayanthi" to pay tribute to Sri Kanaka Dasa, who

was a 15th Century poet, saint and social reformer. On this

day, Chief Minister Basavaraja Bommai garlanded the

photograph of Kanaka Dasaru in Begaluru. This festival is

celebrated to mark the birth anniversary of Saint Kanaka

Dasa, every year. The year 2021 marked the 527-birth

anniversary. Early works of this Saint include poems like

Ramdhyana Mantra, Narasimha sthothra and

Mohanatarangini.

�  On the 23rd of November 2021, the Weather Bureau of

Australia declared a La Nina weather phenomenon which

has has developed in the Pacific Ocean for the second

consecutive year. Developments of this phenomenon will

bring above average rainfall across central, north and east

Australia. 
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C R O S S W O R D -  2
CROSSWORD 1 SOLUTIONS

 

WEST TO EAST:
1.KASHYAPA

6.DURYODHANA
8.PATANJALI

10.SANATANA DHARMA

 

NORTH TO SOUTH
2.PANCHARTANTRA

4.PUSHPAKA VIMANA
7.AGNI

 

EAST TO WEST
3.BHOJARAJA

 

SOUTH TO NORTH
5.SRIPADARAJAR

WEST TO EAST
3.WHO ACTED AS A SECRETARY TO KING DHRITARASHTRA?

5.WHICH ACHARYA GAVE THE THEORY OF CARVAKA?

NORTH TO SOUTH
1.NITI______AGREEMENT KEY TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO

CHILDREN IN TECHNOLOGY BASED LEARNING PROGRAMS
2.BHAKTHI TOWARDS THIS GOD GAVE COURAGE TO KUNTI

4.MADHWACHARYA'S BROTHER
7.THIS RAJA WAS CURSED BY SHAMEEKHA RISHI

EAST TO WEST
6.THE SON OF AN ACHARYA WHO HAS NEVER TASTED PURE

MILK
9.THIS PANI PROVIDES METEROLOGICAL OBSERVANCES

SOUTH TO NORTH
6.HE IS A PIONEER IN PROVIDING A STRUCTURED

COMPILATION OF ASTRONOMY
8.THIS SKANDAM HAS 2 DIVISIONS:HORAMS AND TAAJIGA
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A D V I C E  F R O M
T H E  E X P E R T S

We find several rituals being followed in everyday life. 

The practice of one’s tradition which is known as

‘sadachara, shistachara’ and is essential for sustenance of

Dharma. 

Manu says,

yenasya pitaro yataH yena yataH pitamahaH | 
tena yayat sataM marge tena gacchan na dushyati ||

One must tread the path taken by one’s fathers and

forefathers and only then one does not get into evil. The

human life itself is bestowed with a purpose. Just as a bird

has two wings to soar high, both ‘Achara’ (Practical

applications) and ‘Vichara’ (Theory of philosophy) are

essential for an ‘Adhyatma Sadhaka’ to progress and to

realise the purpose of his life. Waking up in the morning

itself should become beautiful ritual. Contemplation of

God as we wake up is a must to make our day purposeful

and meaningful.

We have to recite: 

Utthishta Utthishta Govinda Utthishta Garudadhwaja
Utthishta Kamala Kaantha Trilokhyam Mangalam Kuru

Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare

Does this mean we wake up God with our prayer?

Definitely not. It means we are seeking His grace to make

our day auspicious. In Sanatana Dharma, a prayer is so far-

reaching that it seeks auspiciousness to the three worlds!

Similarly, ‘Hare Krishna’ Mantra quoted in Puranas are a

powerful tool in Kaliyuga to remind us of the ‘avataras’ of

the Lord and contemplate on their personalities. 

We then move on to bowing to the different Devatas.

These Devatas are present in every part of our body.

Science says that we have millions of microbes in our body.

Spiritually we have the Devatas.

namOstu tAtvikA devAH vishNu bhaktiparAyaNAH | 
dharma mArge prErayantu bhavantaH sarva Eva hi ||

‘Salutations to all ‘tAtvika Devatas’ who, always are

engrossed in Vishnu bhakti. May they incite and set us in

motion in the direction of dharma’. The human body is like

a laboratory. We have 24 Tatvas in our body. Eyes see forms,

Ears hear sound and so on. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF RITUALS
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These sense organs cannot perceive sense objects on their

own. They are inanimate. So, they need a driving force – a

‘praana shakti’ to impel them into action. This ‘Shakti’ are

known as ‘Tatvabhimani Devatas.’ 

Just as a building cannot help in doing a job, there must

be people working in it. Similarly, our body is a building. If

the different organs have to work there must be some

operator. So, we pray to all the ‘Devatas’ present in our

body to direct us in the path of righteousness, through the

day.

This body is a chariot. The devatas are the drivers. We must

know the ‘Devatas’ belonging to each part of the body.

Just as chemical bottles are lined up in a laboratory, we

need to label them and learn its usage to complete an

experiment successfully. Similarly, we need to acquire this

higher knowledge from a competent Guru and

contemplate on them and be thankful for assisting us in

the path of righteousness. 
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